Summary. We show how local estimates may be obtained for holomorphic functions of a class of linear operators on a finite-dimensional linear vector space. This is accomplished by classifying the spectrum of each operator and then estimating its resolvent on certain contours in the left half-plane. We apply these methods to prove some known theorems, and in addition we obtain new estimates for the inverse of these operators. Analogous results for power-bounded operators are given in [3].
1. Introduction. Let Vmbe ra-dimensional unitary space and 3 the family of all endomorphisms of Vm. Let (u, v) denote the scalar product of elements of Vm, then on Vm the vector norm is defined by \v\ = iv, v)112 and the operator norm by \T\ = supi"|_i \Tv\. We are interested in the subset 3(C) of operators in 3 which satisfy, for each v E Vm and some constant Civ) depending only on v, the local resolvent where T is a matrix of complex numbers, then uix, t) = eTtuix, 0) where for some constant C (1.3) \eT'\ ^ C for all t = 0. It is a standard result, easily seen by taking the Laplace transform of eTt, that (1.3) implies condition (1.2).
For each T E 3(C) we consider the family of functions 5(T) which are holomorphic in a sufficiently large open neighbourhood of <r(T), the spectrum of T. Remark 1.2. It is easy to check that condition (1.1) implies that, for each T E 3(C), o(T) is contained in the closed left half-plane, and that points of <ro(T) (i.e., those points of a(T) on the imaginary axis) are simple poles of the resolvent function
izl -T)-\
In what follows for each T E 3(C) we classify the points of o-(T) not in aoiT), and then for each class we construct simple closed rectifiable Jordan curves which decompose the points of the class into disjoint subsets. Remark 1.3. It will be seen later that SF(T) can be defined to be those functions which are holomorphic on any open neighbourhood of aoi'T) and the compact sets bounded by the curves associated with the above subsets of eigenvalues. In particular any function holomorphic in an open neighbourhood of the closed left half-plane is in SF(T) for every T E 3(C).
2. Classification of the Spectrum. For each T E 3 we now classify the points of <t(T) not in aoiT) in terms of their distance from the imaginary axis. We start by drawing a line parallel to the imaginary axis through each of these points. These lines together with the imaginary axis form a set £ of lines lying in the closed left half-plane. Each pair of adjacent lines in £ bounds a doubly infinite open strip containing no elements of o-pT). The set of these open strips with the order relation "the strip s' follows the strip s if s' is to the left of s" forms a sequence S. We are interested in the subsequence Si of S constructed as follows. Its first strip is the same as that of S, namely the strip bounded by the imaginary axis and the first element of £ to the left of it. Let wa(T) and SaiT) denote respectively the width of the ath strip of Si and the distance of its left boundary from the imaginary axis. Then the ath strip (a > 1) of Si is defined to be the first strip of S following the (a -l)th of Si whose width is greater than ôa-iiT). We have therefore (2.1) wiiT) = ôiiT) and (2.2) WaiT) > 5a-i(T) for a > 1. We now prove that
for a > 1. The left inequality is immediate from the definitions. The right follows by observing that 5a(T) is the sum of wa(T), and the distance between the right boundary of the ath strip of Si and the left boundary of the (a -l)th strip of Si, and 5"_i(T). From the construction of the ath strip, and the fact that there are at most m strips in S, it follows that the middle quantity is at most (m -2)8a-iiT). Using (2.2) we now see that ôa(T) < mwaiT) as required.
For a S; 1 we define the ath class o-aiT) to be those points in opT) lying between the ath and (a + l)th strips of Si.
Remark 2.1. The points in <raiT) nearest to the imaginary axis are a distance 5aiT) from it, and no point in o"iT) is farther than wiSa(T) from it. Inequalities (2.2) and (2.3) imply that the distance of o-"(T) from any other class is greater than 8a(T)/m. each operator T E 3(C), into disjoint spectral sets. Each distinct eigenvalue in aoiT) forms a distinct spectral set. For each such spectral set we draw a circle with its element as centre and arbitrarily small radius, certainly less than half the distance between its centre and the rest of the spectrum. We orientate each such circle in the usual way, so that its centre is to the left of the circle.
To construct the spectral sets within the general class aaiT) we proceed as follows. About each point in the class we draw a circle with the point as centre and radius r«(T), where (3.1) r"(r) = rhjpT)l2m
and r is any fixed number in the interval (0, 1]. (3.1) and Remark 2.1 ensure that circles of different classes do not intersect. If two circles about points in <raiT) intersect, we combine them into a single contour by deleting any part of a circle lying in the interior of another. Proceeding in this manner we obtain a finite number of disjoint closed rectifiable Jordan curves, which we orientate in the usual manner.
Taken together these surround all the points of aaiT), and the eigenvalues enclosed by any one of these are taken to be a spectral set of this class.
Taking the spectral sets in aoiT) and those to the left of the imaginary axis, we obtain a decomposition of apT) into a finite number of disjoint components, of which the associated contours form an orientated envelope of apT) denoted by y(r, T).
Remark 3.1. The length of any component of y(r, T) in aa(T) is at most 2wmra(T). The distance between any two points in its associated spectral set is not more than 2(m -l)ra(T). Remark 2.1 and (3.1) imply that the distance of any point on such a component from a(T) is at least ra(T).
In what follows we denote by CpT) an arbitrary spectral set in the above decomposition of oiT), and we let yi(r, T) denote the associated component of y(r, T).
It is clear that aiT) = LUa(T) = UiCPT) and yir, T) = (Ji7i(r, T). Corresponding to each CiiT) we define the operator From Remark 1.2 it follows that if Ci(T) = {«¡(T) j, where Kí(T) E aoiT), we obtain in this case an alternate expression to (3.5), namely (3.6) EiiT)fiT)v = fMT)) lim iz -K,iT))izI -T)~lv .
Using (3.6) for the spectral sets in aoiT) and (3.5) for the others we now see the truth of Remark 1.3.
In the applications presented below the functions defined in Remark 1.3 are sufficient. However it may arise in other situations that the functions have singularities closer to the spectrum of one or more of the operators in 3. In such a case it is necessary to construct a smaller orientated envelope than the one given above. This is done in detail in [3] for a particular case, and analogous methods are applicable here, although we do not pause to develop them. In particular, to estimate the resolvent on the component ypr, T) associated with a typical spectral set Ci(T) in aa(T) we choose Z = Zi(T) to be the point with real part 25"(T) and imaginary part equal to the imaginary part of kPPT), where KiiT) is a point in CipT) nearest to the imaginary axis. The corresponding contour r = TipT) is taken to be the circle with centre Zt(T) and radius ô"(71). Then it is clear that | T¡iT)\ = 2wÔaiT) and |Re s\ è S«(T) (s E IM^)), so that (4.5) implies for any z E 7 ¡(r> T) and v E Vm (4.6) \izl -Tr'vl ^ Civ) sup \vis, z; T)\ , is E r,(D) .
Also for s E T,iT), kj E aiT) and z E yiir, T) we have (4.7) \s -Zt(T)\ = SaiT) and from Remarks 2.1 and 3.1 it is easy to verify that \z -k3-(T)| ^ ra(T), \z -ZPT)\ g im + 2)í"(r) + ra(T), \z -s\ £ (m + 3)Ô0(T) + r"(T). Thus, from (3.1) and the fact that
we obtain for any s £ T¡iT), k¡ E aiT) and z E yi(r, T) where k(m) < e1'"' and r is any number in the interval (0, 1]. Using the maximum modulus principle and choosing r sufficiently small it is clear that Theorem 4.1 provides a local estimate of the resolvent function at any point in the resolvent set.
5. The Basic Lemmas. We now state and prove two basic lemmas, which follow easily from the results of the previous section.
Lemma 5.1. If v £ Vm, T £ 3(C) and EpT) is the projection associated with a spectral set {«¡(T)} in aoiT), then for any f £ ï(T') we have \EtiT)fiT)v\ ^ \fÍKtiT))\Civ) .
Proof. Put z(e) = KpT) + t, « > 0, in expression (3.6) and observe that 2(e) -KpT) = e and Re 2(e) = e. Then using (1.1) it follows that for each e > 0, and therefore \Et(T)f(T)v\ rg \fimiT))\Civ). Q.E.D. 6. Applications. In this section we derive several results which are a consequence of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. The first of these is a theorem which includes the exponential analogue of a result proved by Morton in [4] . Its novelty, however, is that it also provides an estimate not only for positive values but also for negative values of the exponential variable t. For convenience we put r(T) = max y Re k¡ÍT) and ppT) = min. Re k¡ÍT). Proof. To prove this we observe that for each fixed t the function ftiz) = ezt is entire and hence it is in $iT) for each T £ 3(C). We construct y(r, T) for each T E 3(C). Clearly if 2 £ aoiT) then |e2,| = 1, and if z £ y'ir, T) we have (1 + r/2m) m(T) á Re z á (1 -r/2m)riT). Therefore for 2 £ aoiT)KJy'ir, T) Hermitean operator i/(T) such that HiT)T + T*HiT) g 2(1 -r)r(T)i/(T) with
HpT) ^ / and iv, ff(ï>)1/2 g r~m+lKim)Civ), where Kim) < e9"*2 and r is any number in the interval (0, 1].
Proof. For each T £ 3(C) we construct the orientated envelope ypr, T). With EiiT) defined by (3.2), we put Tt = Et(T)T and we construct below an HiiT) for each spectral set C¡(T). HpT) is then defined as (6.3) HiT) =m1£HliT). i
If {kPT)} is a spectral set in aoiT) we put HiiT) = Et*iT)E,iT). But Ti = KiiT)Ei(T) and therefore (6.4) HiiT)Ti 4-TpHiiT) = 2 Re K,iT)Et*iT)EtiT) = 0 .
Also, by Lemma 5.1 we have \EipT)v\ ^ Civ) so that (6.5) iv,Hi(T)v)U2^C(v).
On the other hand if CpT) is a spectral set in aapT) (a è 1) and upT) is a point in CiiT) nearest to the imaginary axis, Remark 3.1 implies that \z -*iiT)\ á (2m -l)ra(T) for any z £ y,(r, T).
Therefore if g,"iz) = ((z -KiiT))/rbaiT))n and 'ri(r,r) we have |<7¡n ( We put ÍYKÍ7) = ££* (9in(T))*gin(T) and therefore (6.6) (S|£ri(r)l,)i/«a(^1/,*i6»ÎÇC«') j.™-1
Now T, = kP^EPT) 4-rSa(T)g,(T) so that /Y^T, + T,*H,iT) = 2r Re K,(T)ff,(r) + r5a(r)G,(r) where CK71) = HiiT)gi(T) + gPiT)HPT). But for all nonnegative integers n (6 7) (Sin+1(T))*gin(T) 4-(gP(T))*gP+\T) = (g?+1(T))*gin+1(T) 4-(gP(T))*gP(T) .
Summing (6.7) from n = 0 to « we see that ©¡(T) 5= 2HpT) and therefore (6.8) Hi(T)r, + TpHPT) ^ 2r(T)(l -r)Ht(T) .
